Correlation between Bereitschaftspotential and reaction time measurements in patients with Parkinson's disease. Measuring the impaired supplementary motor area function?
For a long time, reaction time (RT) testing has been used for objective assessment of characteristics of the movement impairments in patients with Parkinson's disease (PD). On the other hand, it is supposed that Bereitschaftspotential (BP) reflects CNS preparatory activity for the execution of voluntary movements, and amplitudes of BP are generally smaller in PD. In order to analyze possible correlations between two methods, we studied 15 drug-naive patients with idiopathic PD (Hoehn and Yahr stage from 1 to 2.5). BP was recorded from three scalp locations: Cz, C3, and C4, and Lateralized Potential (LP) was additionally calculated as a C3-C4 difference waveform. We recorded amplitudes of the initial part of BP (at 650 ms before movement-NS1), the maximal amplitude immediately before movement onset (N1), and the N1-NS1 difference (NS2), from the Cz and LP recordings. Two RT testing paradigms were used: Simple Reaction Time (SRT) and Choice Reaction Time (ChRT). The only significant correlation between RT parameters and BP amplitudes from Cz was negative correlation between dT (difference time between Choice Reaction Time and Simple Reaction Time), on one hand, and NS1 (P = 0.006) and N1 (P = 0.026), on the other. However, Cz-NS2 did not correlate with any of the RT parameters. Our data suggest that PD patients with smaller difference between ChRT and SRT, that is presumably caused by the lesser capacity of the movement pre-programming, have smaller (i.e., less negative) BP amplitudes. This association is especially pronounced for the earlier, NS1 amplitude that is supposed to reflect the activity of the supplementary motor area (SMA). The diminished capacity of SMA activation may be the cause of the both, smaller early BP amplitudes, and smaller ChRT-SRT difference, in PD patients.